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Passages with Errors GL Style Questions 

 In this passage there are some spelling mistakes.  On each numbered line 

there is either one mistake or no mistake.  Find the group of words with the 

mistake in it and circle the letter where you find the mistake.  If there is no 

   mistake, mark N at the end of the line. 

 

Bird Song 

 

1.  A cold and cheerless April month is a great lose to the bird lover, for he invariably      

   A                B           C     D 

 

2. looks forward to the swelling chorus about mid-April and the great outburst off            

    A                         B             C           D 

       

     3.   bird music in nature’s orcestra during May and early June.  While April is                              

      A              B       C                       D 

     4.   unseasonable and the birds mostly silent, May steals buy at pace. The time                    

        A                            B                  C                    D 

5.   for the singing of many species of birds has come and gone before one has                                                     

 A             B          C                  D 

 

 6.  time to  realice it.  You see, the songs of many birds are the only uttered in           

                A        B                         C                   D 

 

7.     the courtship season.  The finest songster stands the best chanse of wooing   

                          A                  B             C       D 

 

8.  and winning a partner for the ensuing season. In the spring the birds songs our heard                

  A                        B                    C                              D 

 9. at there best, for it is at this season that courtship rivalry is at its height. Birds which               

      A        B          C                   D 

 10. possess attractive plumage, indeavour to attract partners by means other than their songs.   

           A                           B                         C                                D 
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Answers 

 

1. B 

2. D 

3. B 

4. C 

5. N 

6. A 

7. D 

8. D 

9. A 

10. B 


